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Computer Guidance Corporation Announces SaaS Platform
For Its eCMS Solution
Leading Financial and Project Management Solution with a Cost-effective IT Infrastructure and
Pay-As-You-Go Business Model
Scottsdale, Arizona – May 28, 2009 – Computer Guidance Corporation, the leading developer
of financial and project management software solutions for architecture, engineering and
construction companies, today announced the launch of its award-winning and industry-leading
eCMS construction management software solution on a SaaS (Software as a Service) platform.
eCMS as a hosted solution offers the identical powerful and fully-integrated financial, project
and productivity management solution functionalities and benefits as the traditional enterpriseclass eCMS system. The difference between the two offerings is the hosted software business
model and IT architecture.
With the SaaS platform, customers avoid costly upfront IT infrastructure investments and ongoing, comprehensive system maintenance. Additional benefits include remote access to a fully
secured system with individual partitions, where solution upgrades, software updates, system
maintenance and administration are performed without customer involvement. The hosted
environment offers increased reliability and redundancy in a highly secure Level 4 data center
with guaranteed uptime and performance standards.
A subscription-based software model eliminates upfront hardware and software expenditures
and turns fixed costs into variable expenses, which is ideal and preferred for small-to-mid size
construction companies.
“Industry trends and customer feedback indicated the continued need to deliver flexible,
innovative and advanced solutions to stay ahead of the competition,” said Roger Kirk,
President/CEO, Computer Guidance Corporation. “Our newly released eCMS hosted
application provides construction companies with increased productivity and operational
efficiency in a cost-contained fashion.”
About Computer Guidance Corporation
Computer Guidance has the largest customer representation in the Engineering News Record
(ENR) “Top 400 Contractors” and “Top 50 Contractors.” Computer Guidance software has been
the leading solution among General Contractors with revenue of more than 250-million dollars

and 100-250-million dollars for the past 12 years according to the CFMA Information
Technology Survey.
Since 1981, Computer Guidance has been the leading provider of financial and project
management solutions to more than 600 enterprise customers from various commercial
construction disciplines. Computer Guidance continues to be ranked “World Class” in customer
support excellence by independent IBM surveys for the past 20 years. For additional information
about Computer Guidance, visit www.computerguidance.com or call 1-888-361-4551.
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eCMS is a registered trademark of Computer Guidance Corporation.

